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The accompanying Student Book has questions for
each lesson with a list of answers you are required to
answer by circling one of the options you think is
best or justifying your answer. The Student Book
also includes a number of annotated example
student journals and charts which I use to track
students' progress. This is great for me because I am
able to set the study time for each class. I can't
manage to keep track of the study time for each
student without the use of the Student Aids. The
Student Book is useful and I find that I can get an
idea of which topics to discuss when the students
arrive. However, I think it would be more useful if I
could transfer it over to the Teacher Book.
Otherwise, it is quite time-consuming to make sure
that each student has the correct set of textbooks.
Unfortunately, I found that the Students Aids are
only available online. The Wishes B2.1 course has
been designed to enable general and general
purpose university level students to be able to get
work experience and work placement and show their
ability to understand and use the course's materials.
The work placement is an integral part of the course
to support the course, prepare for the students to
apply for University. The placement experience also
allows the Wishes Level B2.1 course to support the
creation of a portfolio of work which the students
can use to support their application to university.
Workplacement teams are able to communicate
directly to the students via the Wishes Workbook, a
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Blog about the work offered by the University and
also to discuss any issues and concerns as they
arise. Student Workbooks are used in the course to
collect their work at the end of the placement.

Wishes Level B21 Workbook Students
Book Answers

Wishes B2.3 is a modular secondary-level course for
learners of English at upper intermediate level (CEF

level B2.3). The course combines active English
learning with a variety of lively topics presented in

themed modules and prepares students for the
Cambridge ESOL FCE examination as well as other
exams at this level. The Student Book allows for a

fairly direct transfer of information from the Teacher
Guide to the student workbook. However, I think the
Student Book is optimized for 3rd-5th graders. The
Student Book has a "Reading" page that provides a
clear outline of what's coming in the book, and it is
accompanied by a "Score" page that provides space

for recording the student's answers. The Reading
and Score pages also have little boxes that you can
fill in with things like the student's favorite animal,

snack, or activity. The Reading and Score pages are
a great resource for the student to use to prepare for

class or independently study. Reading the Student
Book for assignments and answers is great, but it's
also true that students do not always do this. The
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most helpful thing you can do with the student is to
find a common topic so that it is never a surprise to
see it on a test. You'll definitely want to include the
Student Book on every test. Be prepared to keep

talking with students to help them understand
what's happening. The good news is that no two

students will have the same number of questions, so
if the students can get to know each other a bit they

will be much more willing to help each other.
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